Abstract
Introduction
Many works have been done to mathematically model reactive systems and verify their correctness. Reactive systems are open and dynamic systems whose behaviours are formally represented by (labelled) transition systems. Two kinds of techniques are mainly used to verify correctness of such systems: model-checking or testing [15, 16] . Most of these works simply deal with system behaviours, independently of other aspects such as data. Thus, properties under verification are expressed in propositional modal logic. Recently, in testing context, transition systems have been extended to communications and data in order to tackle communications with system environment: this gave rise to Input Output Symbolic Transition Systems (IOSTS) [7, 9, 14] . As far as we know, no logic whose interpretation is over IOSTS has been defined. However, verification techniques need logic to express requirements to be verified. In particular, properties verified by testing are either of the form of a set of finite scenarios (often called test purpose) or expressed in a simple logic in order to characterize a class of scenarios such as behavioural patterns [4] . When dealing with conformance testing for IOSTS 1 , some works succeeded considering symbolic test purposes [2, 7, 9, 14] . However, no work has been done to propose a logic that can abstractly express properties to test. This paper is then devoted to define a logic powerful enough to express properties of reactive systems represented by IOSTS, mixing both data and communication actions with dynamic aspects 2 . To specify the behaviour of IOSTS, we may choose to extend any possible modal logic to communications and data (e.g. Hennessy-Milner logic [8] , modal fix-point logic [10] , Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [12] , Computational Tree Logic (CTL) [3] . . . ). In this paper, we choose CTL [6] which mixes together the features of both LTL and CTL, to express properties on states and paths respectively. The reason is that such a temporal logic allows to deal with safety, liveness and fairness properties. Our approach to extend CTL could also be applied to other modal logics. A basic property that this logic must satisfy is adequacy [8] , that is when two bisimilar IOSTS are elementary equivalent. In this paper, we will go beyond that, showing that this logic, in addition to be adequate, preserves properties along synchronized product 1 Conformance testing consists in showing that an implementation meets all the requirements of its specification when both are formally specified by transition systems. 2 and refinement of IOSTS.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall basic definitions and notations about many-sorted first-order logic. In Section 3, we introduce IOSTS and define the three operations on IOSTS: synchronized product, strong bisimulation and refinement. In Section 4, we present a temporal logic whose interpretation is over IOSTS. Moreover, we give three results that express respectively that this logic is adequate, and preserves properties along synchronized product and refinement.
Preliminaries
The data part addresses the functional issues of Input Ouput Symbolic Transition Systems. It will be described with a many-sorted first-order logic. As usual,
-terms, noted , and -formulas, noted , are inductively built over a many-sorted first-order signature, noted
, and a set of many-sorted variables, noted . is a set of sorts and and are respectively sets of function and relation names with arities in .
The mathematical interpretation of any signature is given by a -set provided with a total function for each function name and a -ary relation for each predicate name . The evaluation ofterms from a -model is given by any total function defined as the canonical extension of any interpretation of variables . Therefore, we extend any interpretation into an unary relation on -formulas as usual. The validation of -formulas from -models is defined by: if and only if for any . We denote the set of mappings from to .
Input Output Symbolic Transition Systems

Syntax
Input Output Symbolic Transition Systems (IOSTS) are used to model reactive systems.This formalism is the entry language of AGATHA tool [13] .A reactive system is a system which interacts with its environment, represented itself by another IOSTS. Thus, a reactive system is an open system, defined by an IOSTS which can also be decomposed into several communicating IOSTS, each one representing one of its subsystems. Communications consist in sending or receiving messages represented by first-order terms through communication channels. As usual when considering automata, IOSTS describe possible evolutions of system states. Elementary evolutions are represented by a transition relation between states. Each transition between two states is labelled by three elements: communication actions (sending or receipt of messages) or internal actions of the system, guards expressed here with first-order properties, and assignments. As usual, we start by defining the language, so-called signature, on which IOSTS are built:
where: is a first-order signature, is a set of variables over and is a set whose elements are called channel names.
Given a signature , we can define elements that label transitions: guard, assignment and actions. A guard will be a first-order formula built over . An assignment will be defined by a mapping preserving sorts (i.e. ) and actions are defined as follows:
where , and . represents an internal action while and represent, respectively, a receipt on the variable and sending of the value through the channel .
An IOSTS is then defined as follows: 
Definition 3.2 (IOSTS)
Given
Semantics of IOSTS
By their construction, semantics of IOSTS must take into account: a first-order structure in order to give a mathematical meaning of data, and a binary relation on states, which naturally are defined by variable interpretation. This relation will be the semantical meaning of transitions, and by relational composition, of paths.
Intuitively, semantics of paths is defined as the composition of transition semantics which depend both on guard satisfaction and variable assignment. The semantics of an IOSTS will then be the set of semantics of all paths issued from the initial state. Reactive systems are often described by synchronizing subsystems together. When using IOSTS, composition of subsystems is achieved by the algebraic operation of synchronized product. This models communications by "rendezvous". This product is informally defined as follows: each transition labelled by a sending through a channel is synchronized with a transition labelled by a receipt through the same channel , other transitions are asynchronous. In other words, they are fired independently. IOSTS are mathematical abstractions of systems. We can then refine IOSTS in order to be closer and closer to the real implantation of the system. Here, refinement will only concern dynamic behaviour of systems, that is transitions and paths. We suppose that data are preserved from an abstract level to a more concrete one 5 . First-order signatures are then preserved in both signatures of refined and refining IOSTS. Hence, given a signature and an , a refinement of built over will be an IOSTS over signature such that , , and . Moreover, both are equipped with the same first-order structure .
Definition 3.3 (Semantics of IOSTS)
Transition refinement will consist in replacing a transition of by an IOSTS . Three conditions have to be imposed on :
1. is the initial state of .
2.
is reachable from each state of .
3. Finally, each path of must only contain the action which occurs in and no other ones of .
Syntactically, a transition refinement is then defined as follows: 5 There are many works that have been done on data refinement by using algebraic techniques. A very good survey on this subject can be found in [5] . Here, we do not consider such a refinement to lighten the paper. However, such a refinement combining together data and dynamic behaviour refinement can be found in [ is a syntactical refinement of , as follows: 6 
Definition 3.5 (Syntactical refinement of a transition)
If
is the IOSTS , then it simply means that the corresponding transition is not refined.
A refinement of is then an IOSTS composed of the refinements of all the transitions of .
Remark. We deduce from Definition 3.5 and Definition 3.6 that and .
3.4.2.
Correctness. Refinement correctness holds when refinement IOSTS completely preserves dynamic behaviour of refined one. Formally, this is expressed as follows: Of course, it is not reasonable to refine an IOSTS as a whole in a single step. Large softwares usually require many refinement steps before obtaining efficient programs. This leads to the notion of sequential composition of refinement steps. Usually, composition of enrichment is mainly divided into two concepts: horizontal composition and vertical composition.
Horizontal composition deals with refinement of subparts of systems when they are structured into "blocks". Here, blocks are IOSTS and structuring is defined by synchronized product. On the contrary, vertical composition deals with many refinement steps, that is it is the transitive closure of correct refinements. In both cases, we have shown that correctness is preserved. For lack of space, we do not present these results. However, they can be found in [1, 11] .
A temporal logic for IOSTS
We present in this section a first-order temporal logic whose interpretation will be over IOSTS. extends [6] to first-order in order to take into account communication actions adding the modality where is a finite sequence of actions. roughly means from the current sequence of transitions that is satisfied for the subsequence of that directly follows the sequence in . Observe that is the extension to paths of the modality of the standard Hennessy-Milner logic [8] . Hence, is a branchingtime temporal logic where the structure representing all possible executions is tree-like rather than linear.
Syntax
As interpretation of is over IOSTS, signatures are those of Definition 3.1. Actions are extended in order to consider finite sequences of actions.
Hence, actions are defined as for a signature, to which we add the production . By the associativity property, is a sequence of elementary actions where for each , denotes internal action, receipt or sending. where stands for the always true formula.
Semantics
As already said above, formulas are interpreted over IOSTS. Of course, IOSTS and formulas must be built over a same language . Before giving satisfaction of formulas, we first have to define the notion of embedding of a term in paths of a given IOSTS. The satisfaction of formulas of the form will be based on this notion. 
Preservation results
In this section, we establish three results which show that is well-adapted to express properties on IOSTS. For lack of space, we do not give their proofs here. For interested readers, they can be found in [1, 11] . 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have defined a logic dedicated to express properties on IOSTS. This logic has been defined as an extension of to take into account communications and data. Moreover, we have established appropriate properties on it such as adequacy w.r.t. strong bisimulation, and preservation of properties along refinement. We are currently investigating how to automatically generate test cases from test purposes given by properties in . We are also investigating how to test conformance between a more concrete IOSTS w.r.t. an abstract one. This will be based on the refinement relation as presented in this paper.
